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Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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XIII   --  SYMMETRY AND THE CREATOR

When describing the Universe humans use the terms: unity, symmetry,

singularity, creation, superforce, critical values, coincidence, light and dark

matter, energy, and order.  All of these seem quite scriptural and worthy of a

modern cosmic version of Genesis.  That super symmetry is now somehow

hidden, suggests a Divine presence behind the veil of four known forces.  And

there are hints an additional universal force may yet appear from future

research (Plate IV-A, indicated as '?' with the four known forces).  Many

humans standing on this side of the veil develop scientific theories while

holding a firm belief in a Divine Creator.  In fact, early science walked side-by-

side with theology.  Admittedly, at times these two spheres of consciousness

collided!  History records the names of many well recognized scientists who

believed in the Creator and biblical truths.  A brief listing includes: da Vinci,

Faraday, Galileo, Herschel, Joule, Kepler, Linnaeus, Maxwell, Newton, and

Pasteur.81  Einstein may have climbed into the Creator's chair for a closer look

at the Universe, but he wrestled with the concept of a personal relationship

with God, only to place his belief in a cosmic religiousness.82  From his view,

Einstein superimposed scientific and religious aspects of existence by saying:

‘Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.’

And if there is in fact a God, then Einstein’s statement is absolute truth.

There is a bridge linking two different disciplines.  But through a cosmic

religiousness, Einstein placed himself apart from worldly religious issues.

Indeed, scientific dogma and pompous religious tinkering weave in and out of

                                    
81  H. M. Morris,  “No. 103 — Bible-Believing Scientists of the Past,“  Impact  (January 1992),

pages 1-4.

82  Ibid., G. Staguhn,  page  89.
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human history.  And human doctrine factors into some of history’s darkest

moments.  For a moment, let us be unencumbered by dogma or doctrine, to

set history aside, and focus simply on a definition for the Creator alone.

The Creator

The window view presents timelines and driving forces for change.  On

Earth, human activity is a predominant driving force making change.  The Earth

is truly a human sphere.  All around us is a larger domain, created by great

forces, a product of a universal timeline.  But if humanity represents a driving

force here, what drives the Universe?

Two years after NASA launched the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE)

satellite, science made a marvelous discovery relating to the Universe’s origin.

In examining the new found cosmic background radiation (CBR), Dr. George

Smoot, and his coworkers, were able to characterize distinct, but tiny, ‘ripples

in the fabric of spacetime put there by the primeval explosion.’  The primordial

wrinkles of the CBR were the most ancient universal structures to be seen.

News magazines quoted cosmologists saying these were: ‘one of the major

discoveries of the century’ and ‘the Holy Grail of cosmology.’  Dr. Joel Primack

likened the CBR ripples to 'the handwriting of God.'83  The CBR data collected

by COBE further solidified views of the Big Bang’s inflation and supports

theories for dark matter.

‘The wrinkles says Smoot, must be “composed of... something we've never
seen.”  But there is something even curiouser, says Smoot: “that human
beings have the audacity to conceive a theory of creation."  Even more
astounding is that, if the COBE results hold up, puny Homo sapiens may just
have gotten this myth right.’84

                                    
83  S. Begley and D. Glick, “The Handwriting of God,  A satellite spies the ripples of the big

bang,” Newsweek  4 May 1992,  page 76.

84  Ibid.
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Myth is foremost a traditional story, something reflecting a theme or character

type, revealing significant truths about human life.  Creation describes an act

by one who is creating—bringing into being.  My dictionary even states: ‘The

act of God in bringing the Universe into existence.’  Everything should be as

simply resolved as these words by Funk and Wagnalls.  But here we come to

two concluding points: 1) science after a long history of discovery brings

humanity to face Genesis creation, not Darwinian evolution, and 2) if creation,

then the driving force at the head of the universal timeline is a Creator.  The

Universe is therefore the Creator’s domain.

The Scriptures say God is the Creator who embodies everything and the

Universe is a product of the Creator's being.85  Visualizing the supreme being

means recognition of an existence apart from the here and now—for the

Creator was before now, is now, and promises to outlast the Universe.86

Creation of the Universe comes out of the unity or symmetry which serve as

synonyms for the Creator.  He is the cause of events setting this Universe in

motion.  This established the veil—much like the appearance of a CBR hanging

in space—which sequesters humanity to a inner cosmic compartment.  The

human domain, with all its worldly distractions, forever sits deep within the

Creator’s domain.

Asymmetries

With this window’s perspective, nature reveals special conditions I call

asymmetries.  This universal property exists even in the presence of all the

Earth’s cycles and balanced systems.  Asymmetry now stands in place of

complete unity or symmetry.  Humans are presently set apart from the

                                    
85  Colossians 1:16,17.

86  Yochanan 8:58.  ‘Yeshua said to them, “Yes, indeed!  Before Avraham came into being, I

AM!’  (JNT); Also see Exodus 3:14.
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Creator’s perfect symmetry.  Asymmetry was first solidified as universal

creation produced forces and particles—and thereafter humanity was placed on

life’s temporary stage.  Yet, the ‘normal’ world—in four dimensions—is perhaps

sequestered from other dimensions theoretically numbering 10 or more.  The

human domain—by design—is not complete nor symmetric, which leaves us

with the present asymmetries.

Let’s take this concept one step further.  Particle-antiparticle pairs typically

annihilated each other during the earliest moments of the Universe.  But

somehow quark and electron numbers exceeded that of antiquarks and

positrons.

‘When the Universe was less than a second old, anti-protons quickly
annihilated all their partner protons, and just a few protons were left.  The
same thing happened with electrons and positrons (anti-electrons).
Amazingly, the protons and electrons that remained were equivalent in
number to better than one part in 1037.  Had the balance been any different,
electromagnetism would have so dominated gravity that galaxies, stars, and
planets never could have formed.’87

Somehow, the number of protons just happens to, nearly, equal all electrons!

Somehow, all matter was not annihilated by its partner—antimatter!  What is

one to conclude except something—someone—skewed the system leaving a net

surplus of particles to make all known matter.  If antiquarks had met and

annihilated every quark there would be NO matter today!  Perhaps antimatter,

antiquarks, are bottled up somewhere in a dark quarter of the Universe.

Remember, to top it all, there must be just enough matter to give us the

critical value required to create a flat Universe.

What other asymmetries are there?  The concept is worth a moment's

review.  Some relationships seem so ordinary you must think twice to see the

                                    
87  Ibid., H. Ross., page 123.
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unusual side of this existence—examples of asymmetry thus far presented

include:

•  Time:  moves only in one direction, always forward, never in reverse.

Humans are fixed to a timeline, no one jumps ahead nor back.88  The past is

history, the future is always unknown.  However, a biblical revelation of future

events has occurred at least once in recorded time.  This topic presents a

timeline riddle which is explained in Part Three.

•  Dark matter:  exceeds the amount of light matter.  The lack of balance here

provides an asymmetric distribution.

•  Uniformity:  the CBR seems odd—of all creation’s possibilities—it indicates

the Big Bang was balanced and outwardly (relatively) even.  The chances that

the bang would exhibit only subtle wrinkles (asymmetries) sufficient to seed

matter into galaxies is incredible!  Had the bang been lop-sided or the wrinkles

been larger, the Universe would have collapsed long ago.

•  Cosmic clouds:  gravity worked to gather matter from a dispersed state to

form clusters of stars and strings of galaxies.  The non-uniform distribution of

stars and galaxies, along the bubble-like interfaces is asymmetric (see Figure

7D).

•  Isotopic clocks:  radioactive elements were made in an early phase of the

Universe's development—making their decay rates to function like a collection

of tell-tale clocks.  From these ancient timepieces, humanity ascertains the

concept of a finite Universe.

                                    
88  As you might expect, perhaps only the Creator could move time in reverse... see a sign

given by God in 2 Kings 20: 8-11 and again in Isaiah 38: 7, 8.
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•  Galaxies:  are all middle-aged, not newly forming, nor dying, not of a

symmetric age distribution, but of a relatively similar age.

•  Biochemicals:  life's chemistry depends on a subset of atomic elements—not

all 92 natural species.  Organic compounds are based on the common

products of nucleosynthesis—which are still a small fraction of universal

matter—including carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen.  Metabolism, however,

depends on a fragile thread of support from universally scarce elements—the

cofactors.

•  Chiral selection:  The Universe supports a complete set of mirror imaged

molecules, but life forms predominantly use a select fifty percent—the left-

handed organic molecules.

•  Conditions in the Universe:  I have mentioned a few, including: entropy, the

four forces, solar evolution and the window available to life, velocity of light,

atomic energetics, stellar luminosity and energy output.  Every condition is

uniquely asymmetric—they are all set apart from all other possible values!

•  Conditions on Earth and in the solar system:  Twenty or more conditions

presented earlier qualify for this list of asymmetries because there is no reason

why they might be—of all possibilities and if by chance alone—something

slightly different.

To reinforce the idea of special conditions, a number of scientists have

calculated statistics demonstrating the impossibility of chance-biological

evolution.  Indeed, life is incredibly unique—even miraculous—for no one has

yet explained how omnipresent wisdom was first packaged into a genetic

code!89  Beyond this consideration, I need only compute one number based on

                                    
89  Ibid., H. Ross., pages 77-78.  Dr. Ross notes: ‘Hoyle's vigorous argument for a timeless,

steady state universe becomes linked ... with his "need" to salvage neo-Darwinian evolution.
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the 20 parameters listed previously (see Chapter XI).  If I assume each one is

either just right or not so, then there is a simple fifty-fifty chance for a correct

condition.  This is a gross simplification, however, this tells us the chance that

all 20 conditions would be just right is 1 in 1,048,576 (2 multiplied by itself 20

times).  Add still more factors and the asymmetric odds grow even greater!

The asymmetries are so very special because odds are good you shouldn’t

even be here—but you are!  And later, near the end of this book, you will see a

moment in future time when all the asymmetries recede from our presence.  In

this regard matter and antimatter fall back to the very condition before time

began.  This is special physics!

Time and the Biblical Creator

The biblical user's guide to the Universe makes a most bold statement in

Genesis 1, verse 1: ‘In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.’

These words answer three immediate, significant, questions: 1) who, 2) when,

and 3) what came before?  God at the beginning of time created the Universe.

Before then there was, relatively speaking, only God.  With this statement

comes an apparent dilemma concerning timing.  Was creation literally six days

long?  If the marginal notes in the 1909 Scofield Reference Bible are correct,

the Universe might only be 6,000 years old.90  Science and the grand design

                                                                                                            
By Hoyle's own admission neo-Darwinian evolution would be impossible within a time scale of

only ten or twenty billion years.’  Dr. Ross then cites Dr. Hoyle's computation for the

random shuffling of amino acids—into a workable set of enzymes—is virtually impossible at

less than 10 -40,000.  And if the number is wrong it errs on the conservative side.  So, put the

seemingly impossible nature of the Universe atop the odds against evolution on Earth and

the whole scenario is compounded in favor of a creative driving force over that of simple

evolution.

90  In the margin opposite the account for creation this version of the Scriptures noted the

year 4004 BCE as the date for creation.  The notation was not removed until 1967.
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of the Universe, as considered here, does not agree with such a short period.

If one reads to the end of the first verse there is a clue to resolve two important

issues, i.e.: timing and perspective.91  First, the Genesis account jumps over the

Big Bang to start a story with the already created Universe and Earth.  Verse

two refines the starting point with an undeveloped Earth and a Creator who is

hovering over the planet.  The person writing the Scripture—Moses—is then

years beyond the initial creation steps and one who is viewing creation from

the perspective of someone on the surface of the Earth.  All the evidence

science offers to describe the age of the Universe and steps leading to the

beginning of the Genesis account then stand true.  We learn from two

perspectives here, from both science and Scripture!

How might one accept creation days in a non-literal context?  What would

science support?  What do the Scriptures really say?  If the Scriptures are

accurate and reflect scientific principles, then the original language must agree

with absolute truth—no matter how abstract or obscure.  Moshe (Moses)

faithfully recorded the account for six days of creation.  Might he be referring

to non-literal days?  Some biblical references equate the Creator's day to 1,000

human years92  So, does the Hebrew language leave open the possibility of

longer creation days?  

“God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. So the evening
and the morning were the first day.”  (Genesis 1:5, NKJV)

Dr. Ross notes:93

                                    
91  see Ross, H.  Creation and Time:  A Biblical and Scientific Perspective on the Creation-Date

Controversy.  (Colorado Springs:  Navpress, 1994).  p. 143.-146

92  See Psalms 90:4, and 2 Peter 3:8.

93  Ibid., H. Ross., page 147.
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‘The Hebrew word yowm, translated day, may be used (and is) within the
Bible, as it is in English, to indicate any of four time periods: a) from sunrise
to sunset, b) from sunset to sunset, c) a segment of time without any
reference to solar days (usually several years), and d) an age or epoch.

‘The Hebrew word 'ereb, translated evening also means 'sunset,' 'night,' or
'ending of the day.'  And the word boqer, translated morning, also means
'sunrise,' 'coming of light,' 'beginning of day,' or 'dawning,' with possible
metaphoric usage... .

‘Some have argued for 24-hour days on the basis that yowm, when attached
to an ordinal (second, third, fourth, etc.) elsewhere in the Bible always refers
to a 24-hour period.  This argument is inconclusive.  The Bible, after all, has
no other occasion to enumerate epochs of time.  More importantly, no rule
of Hebrew grammar states that yowm attached to an ordinal must refer to 24-
hour days.’

Dr. Ross provides additional details surrounding the language describing

creation.94  The important point is a detailed look at the original words, the

grammar, and the context of the Scriptures is very revealing.  Science is not

overtly revealed in the biblical text, but it is never contradicted.95  The

Scriptures are not a science textbook, but this does not invalidate the intended

meaning of what the Scriptures address.

The scientist in me requires a scriptural flexibility—and perhaps the Hebrew

of Moshe's day allows the galaxy to rotate freely along its own timeline.  Dr.

Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis also describes an increasing complexity over

time—as the Earth sustained an intricate web of life’s inter-meshed biological-

support systems.96  The fossil record agrees, with jumps between appearances

                                    
94  For example, Dr. Ross reminds us that Genesis 2:4 speaks of the entire creation week in

terms of a day.  This word usage agrees with the concept that yowm is not always strictly a

24 hour period.  (see Creation and Time, page 146)

95  Three thousand years before humanity accepted the Earth as a sphere, the Bible stated it

was so (Isaiah 40:22).  Many other scientific principles are also mentioned in the Scriptures.

For example: a) gravity (Job 26:7; Job 38:31-33), b) conservation of mass and energy

(Ecclesiastes 1:9, 3:14-15), c) Light is in constant motion (Job 38:19,20), and d) water cycles

(Ecclesiastes 1:7, Isaiah 55:10).

96  See:  J. Lovelock,  Gaia   (Oxford: Oxford  University Press, 1979), and The Ages of Gaia  
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in life forms.  And this is a parallel to the stages of events revealed in Genesis

1.  In the broader view, biology and cosmology do not preclude a Creator’s

will nor His existence.  Ironically, the present evidence and language leave

cosmologists to stare straight into the face of the Creator.

In the solitude of night, with several candles and lamps illuminating the

quiet spaces in my summer library, I study a trail of details leading to

interesting end points.  Here I encounter a most unusual question: Is there

more than one creator?  Looking into the meanings for the names of God I

read:

‘There is one other striking peculiarity in the name Elohim.  It is in the plural.
It has the usual Hebrew ending for all masculine nouns in the plural.
‘The entire creation, animate and inanimate, was, then, not only the work of
the Elohim, but the object of a covenant within the Elohim guaranteeing its
redemption and perpetuation.  It is quite clear that the Elohim is a plurality in
unity.
‘It is significant that although plural in form it is constantly accompanied by
verbs and adjectives in the singular.  In the very first verse of Genesis the verb
create is singular, and so all through the chapter and indeed through the
Bible.  In many places (as in Deut. 32: 39; Isa. 45: 5, 22, etc.) we find
singular pronouns.  "I am Elohim and there is no Elohim beside me."  Other
places in the Scriptures (II Kings 19: 4, 16; Ps. 7: 9; 57: 2, etc.) use adjectives
in the singular with Elohim.  ...  Then again this one Elohim speaks of Us, as
in Genesis 1: 26, "Let us make man in our image"; in Genesis 3: 22, which
speaks of man becoming like one of us; in 11:7 God says: "Let us go down
and confound their language."  In Genesis 35:7 Jacob builds an alter at
Bethel, calling it El Beth-El, the God of the House of God because there
Elohim revealed themselves to him.  Ecclesiastes 12:1 is rather, "Remember
thy Creators"—plural, not singular.  To the sovereign Lord of the universe, the
Jehovah of hosts, whom Isaiah saw exalted high upon a throne, is ascribed
the threefold Holy, and that One from the throne calls to the prophet,
"Whom shall I send and who will go for us?”’97

Perhaps a bridge linking science and the Creator requires additional

evidence before one freely accepts the window’s all encompassing view.  I

                                                                                                            
(New York: A Bantam Book/W.W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1988).

97  N. J. Stone,  Names of God. (Chicago: Moody Press, 1944), pages 14-16.   Elohim  actually

means ‘God over the waters’ which certainly paints an image of a Creator at work.
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have come to a point where the Creator resides in symmetry.  Further evidence

of this appears in Part Four.  And evidence for the plurality of being behind

creation appears in Part Three and Four.  Indeed, some evidence surfaces here

in relation to the previous question posed to Isaiah.  The foretelling of the

anointed one is given by David in Psalm 110.  But this might not be enough to

convince someone lightly browsing through Scripture.  Physical evidence,

events recorded in history, and timelines leading to the future might help.  You

will find this evidence as the window view changes orientation to reveal The

Promise.  A long misunderstood riddle—one that identifies the anointed

figure—addresses the pluralistic nature of the Creator.


